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QUESTION 1

A business manager wants to set the current Dashboard as the home page. Which mode allows this task? 

A. Run 

B. View 

C. Priority 

D. Review 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A report author has to create a Crosstab report with Region and Product data in the rows of the Crosstab. The Crosstab
can be created in two different ways as shown below. 

Which Crosstab/Crosstabs is/are discontinuous Crosstab/Crosstabs? 

A. Crosstab A 

B. Crosstab B 

C. Crosstab A and Crosstab B 

D. neither Crosstab A nor Crosstab B 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/SSRL5J_1.0.1/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cr_rptstd.10.1.1.doc/t_cr_rptstd_reptyp_discontinuous_crosstab.html 

 

QUESTION 3

A report author has a requirement to create a data set from an available spreadsheet. Prior to uploading the data, the
author needs to customize the data to show only the columns needed. 

What option would be used? 

A. Preview data 
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B. Filter the columns 

C. Manage external data 

D. Select the columns that will be visible 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A report author has added a Button Bar control to an Active Report that allows users to view data for different regions.
The report author now wants to make it possible for users to filter the report on multiple regions at once. 

What should the report author do? 

A. Use the Static version of the Button Bar control. 

B. Use the Data-driven version of the Button Bar control. 

C. Convert the Button Bar control to a Check Box Group control. 

D. Convert the Button Bar control to a Radio Button Group control. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A report author wants to enhance a report by having the ability to display the data by region and filter by Order method
(where Order method includes: Email, Fax, Post, Sales rep, Promo, Phone, Web site). 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Select On-demand toolbar > Select checkbox group > Add default values 

B. Select Button Bar control > Go to properties > Change User interface to checkbox 

C. Create a parameterized filter from the order_method > Manually populate the parameterized 

D. Select the Button Bar control > From the on-demand toolbar > Click the ellipsis > Point to convert control > Click
check box group 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 6

A report contains multiple queries that are joined to form the report, resulting in poor performance. The company\\'s
policy prohibits the use of user-defined SQL statements within reports. 

What should be done to improve report performance? 

A. Convert the report to use Native SQL statements. 

B. Move the appropriate filters to the underling queries. 

C. Change the Cross Product allowed property to be "Deny". 

D. Modify the Query Execution method to Concurrent to ensure that the underlying queries run at the same time. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

Which file type can be uploaded in Cognos Analytics? 

A. Fixed width text file. 

B. Tab separated value text file. 

C. Colon separated value text file. 

D. Microsoft word document (.docx). 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21974196 

 

QUESTION 8

A report author would like to create multiple variable connections in a report that contains one control and two Lists in
order to compare data. 

Which statement is true? 

A. It is not possible to create two connections unless there are two different controls and two Lists. 

B. The report author should be able to create two connections only if the values have the same data type. 

C. The report author should be able to create one or more connections but the variable\\'s Behavior should be the
same. 

D. The report author should be able to create multiple connections on one control by creating new connections, both
variables can also show different Behavior. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 9

What can be done when using a SQL object when not using a stored procedure? 

A. Update a database. 

B. Insert rows into database. 

C. Delete rows in a database. 

D. Select rows from a database. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

Which option is true when a report author is designing report for mobile users? 

A. Use fixed size objects. 

B. Set all objects to Portrait view. 

C. Set margins between objects in the report. 

D. Size the objects as a percentage of the available. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A report author is asked to create a list report with alternating colored rows as shown here: How can this be done? 

A. By applying a Theme. 

B. By using the toolbox item Alternating list. 
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C. By setting the property in the COLOR and BACKGROUND section of the list. 

D. By using an expression to control the conditional formatting of alternating rows. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.ironsidegroup.com/2012/12/04/highlighting-every-other-row-in-a-report-using-ibmcognos-
workspace-advanced-with-a-twist/ 

 

QUESTION 12

An author wants to set a single value that will filter all other visualizations affected by its value. 

Which visualization type should be used? 

A. Summary 

B. Tree map 

C. Data player 

D. Scatter plot 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

A report developer is tasked to create a drill-through definition in a report. 

Which are the generalized steps? 

A. Create the target report> Add parameter to target report> Save the target report> Set drill-through behavior 

B. Set drill-through behavior on each report> Select the correct package> Map parameter values passed to target
report> Define source report 

C. Create a drill-through definition that will allow users navigate from the targeted report to other created reports>
Enable report variables for drill-through definitions> Save report 

D. Create the target report> Create a drill-through definition that will allow users navigate from the targeted report to
other created reports> Enable the drill behavior in the source report 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

A report author has created this join relationship: 
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The Order number by product query includes only orders that contain a specific product selected at run time. 

What must the report author do to ensure that the joined query will only contain Order numbers that appear in both of
the queries? 

A. Select "+" from the Operator drop down list. 

B. Select "=" from the Operator drop down list. 

C. Select "in" from the Operator drop down list. 

D. Select ">=" from the Operator drop down list. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What must be done to use personal data on a report? 

A. Create a Data module. 

B. Import the data into a package. 

C. Include the uploaded file as a Data source. 

D. Modify the package capability to allow for text processing. 

Correct Answer: B 
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